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In this Diploma the focus lies on the amount of dif-
ferent cultures and nationalities that lives in Stovner 
district, in total over 140 different nationalities. The 
project takes you in to a social investigation on how 

qualities of an area from an inside perspective can be 
a basis for future development. Both analytic research 

and personal experience are combined to solve the 
idea to think new of an area.

The architectonic interventions is to work with a site 
and three existing buildings that are not in use any-

more and make space and flexibility for different kind 
of use that are open for cultural inovation as a place 

for everyone. 

Local values   are implemented in the landscape such 
as a buried stream that is recreated to bring in history, 

forest life and atmosphere to the site. The buildings 
flexibility and the new actions that are been done 

makes them a part of the nature instead of just a static 
object and reused materials are combined to bring in 

new architecture.

Placemaking is an important part for the project to 
give ownership and responebility to local people. 

Local programs will therefore be implemented and 
activated by the people who want to take part of a 

local startup business.

Project description
Stovner has been seen from an outside point of view 
with big articles and frontpages of how bad this pla-
ce is in the media, my part as an architect is to work 

with the stigma from an inside point of view and 
have focus on the positive meetingpoints in Stovner 
and work with peoples needs and local values. Ano-
ther importaint part of this Diploma is to keep the 
architectonic interventions under sustainable con-

trol and this is connected to how this project will be 
developed. 

The idea is to reuse the buildings as they are and work 
with the existing structure, implement and add ele-

ments and structure from Galleri Oslo that are consi-
dered to be demolished in the future.

Elements such as curtain walls, fasades, constructi-
ons, glass structure, interior, windows and ceiling are 
being reused as an economically and environmentally 

way to work with future city development.



Site and buildings in urban context (Fossumdumpa)
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Buildings in context (working model)



Flexibility and human scale (working model)



Galleri Oslo in considered to be demolished in the future and 
materials from here  are being reused in the diploma project



This diploma is situated at Stovner, one of fefteen districts in Oslo on the northeast side. 
The area is  8,2 km² and have 30 500 inhabitants.

Stovner is a part of Groruddalsatsningen and have been under development since 2007.

The main objective for Groruddalssingen is to contribute to loading improvements in 
services and local communities in areas in Groruddalen where the needs are greatest. 
The goal is to get more residents in these areas to become financially independent and 

actively participate in local communities.

Groruddalsatsningen:
Sub-program childhood and education

Sub-program enviromen
Sub-program employment

Stovner is a typical suburb place outside the city centrum. With good connection with 
public transport and facilities such as: Golf fields, police station, elementary schools, 

college, high school, shopping mall, fire station, ski slope, library, kindergartens, elderly 
homes, social housing, tube station, a lot of green spaces, farm with horses and a pub. 
The common building topology here is high rise buildings, mostly complex blocks. In 

Norwegian we call this kind of suburb place a “Drabantby”.

Already ten years after the drabantby got raised up and build in 1950 and 1960, the 
place got strongly criticized. In a report from Stovner in 1975 it says that it facilities a 

place for “passivity, vandalism and defeat”. In the fact Norway don’t really have any such 
ghetto places, this place is represented as a place with Swedish circumstances and ghetto 

fixation. A place out of control.

Abstract





I´m born and raised up in Oslo at a place called Stovner. 

Stovner has over 140 different nationalities and there are some challenges for the people 
living here when it comes to education, social environment and employment.

The stigma is badly loaded in the media and people from here barely recognize them 
self of how they are been represented and judge, and usually its from an outstanding 

point of view.

After reading “Tante Ulrikkes vei” by Zeshan Shakar telling a story from the inside per-
spective I started to search for more inside stories of how Stovner actually is.

It´s important that the people in Stovner district are taken in consideration and their 
needs are getting expressed.

Program



My role as an architect, being the one on the inside



Instead of seeing Stovner from an outstanding point of view



In this Diploma I´m investigating Stovner from both analytic research and personal 
memories to solve the idea to think new of an area from an inside point of view.

Through a series of informal interviews with the locals I´ve also had meetings with 
people from the distric administration and people in different sectors, such as schools, 

libraries and people with strong representative voices.

In my social anthropology essay I wrote about identety and belonging to Stovner 
throught three generations. I did this by interviews with my grandmother that moved 

from Yugoslavia and came to Norway 53 years ago as a working migrant, combined with 
my moms childhood and her relation to Stovner over 51 years and in the end my own 

experiences and reflections having Stovner as my home for 20 years.

This was a deep understanding of how social and architectural culture have been chan-
ging over time.

Approach



Personal memories and interactions with local people
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